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The BHPC was formed by a group of
people who wanted to race their fast
but funny looking bikes and trikes
more than once a year.
This is mostly what we do today, but
we also have a social side. And
individual members will organise
touring rides and other noncompetitive events, many on a local
basis. And as little is set in stone, new
ideas are always welcome.

www.bhpc.org.uk
Queued up ready for the off at Monza.
by ULi Siegl.
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by Mike Burrows & Stephen Slade
It has taken a while but those
very smartly turned out but conservative Italians have finally discovered the joys of laid back
cycling.
We actually met them first at
Zolder in ’07, just a few of them
then but numbers have grown
since and they now have a club and
enough manpower to run a
World’s themselves, and with the
usual Italian flair.
Venue was that most famous of
Milan’s outlying towns, Monza and
we even got to use a bit of the hallowed old track – not the parabolica itself – that was being used but
by the mountain bikers! It is in a
very sad state.
New track where we mostly
were is not a bad circuit. A bit
bumpy in places, but mostly good
and with either two or three chicanes. The tight one being left in
just for the opening one lap event.
The other two were flat out for
part faired but fast boys would
have been braking for at least one
of them.
Circuit is set in the grounds of a
large park with campsite next
door. All very green and pretty and
a very loud dawn chorus complete

with cuckoo and cockerel, so no
sleeping in.
Italian club does not of course
have the money to hire a place like
this; so we were part of the annual
festival of sport and far from the
oddest part.
It was actually more like a giant
village fete with everything from
chess and craft stalls to rollerskating, radio controlled model
cars and some rather nice vintage
motorcycles. Some of these activities also made use of the track resulting in the inevitable delay. All of
which was very strange for the laid
back brigade who mostly conduct
their affairs in quiet backwaters.
Also Italy was getting our
missing rain, no real effect on the
racing, just the odd light shower,
but some heavy downpours in
between.
Long trek from UK is undertaken
by twelve fearless travellers including the Jersey contingent. Sherry
being the ‘voice of the event’; also
getting the sympathy vote on
account of the crutches, no not
cycling but land yachting! Although I should point out that for
those that have not looked at a
map lately Southern England is

nearer to Monza than Southern
Italy, and they managed over
thirty competitors.
First things first, blame. It was
parent’s fault. Many years later I am
three times world champion and
looking for a fourth. So off Miles and I
set, me with the Beano and Miles with
the nearly finished Quattro, a four
wheeler. We met up with Jonathan,
Mike and Lee who borrowed his mum’s
estate car, crammed with bikes and
camping gear. On the boat at Dover.
Sausage, chips and beans for a later
breakfast and a four hour drive to
Reams for an overnight stay. Jonathan
shows us a church, pause, now for
food. We came across an old picture
house turned into a restaurant, it was
some type of décor, I was off line. But
the food was good and we were the
only ones in there, which breaks the
first rule of never to eat where the
locals don't, not an exact quote.
Good night’s sleep even if I do have
to sleep with boss, for my part I said I
would keep my pants on! After breakfast we got on the road by 8 o'clock
and swapped drivers about every two
hundred miles. When we got to the
big hilly bit in Switzerland Lee wanted
to go over the Gotthard pass rather
than through it. Why not? The
weather at top was foggy and 3°C.
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After a short stop the drive down was
just as scary as going up. As we came in
to Monza you saw that the rain had
come down which might be the cause
of it taking one and a half hours on the
ring road. Got to campsite about 7pm.
Tent up. Spanish restaurant for a pizza.
Sleep by midnight, well past my
bedtime. Nearly past the boring part, I
had to type this.
Event starts with one lapers and
due to others on track not all get to
practice and some do not get to
run until next morning. But no surprises as our hero Mr S. Slade wins
with Lee in fifth and Howard sixth.
Next up is 1K and more delays
caused by people playing with very
expensive cars, one of which does
not make it, much smugness all
round. But delay means many have
to run in mist and near darkness and
our hero can barely see the track,
not to mention men frantically
waving red flags! So a rubbish time
and not many points, which turns
out to be a very bad thing.
Back to campsite and very nice restaurant we discover in town, where
we consume much pasta and pizza
and are tempted to consume much
wine and grappa but foolishly
resist. Well mostly resist.

Friday. Miles starts fettling, I think.
The Quattro has its near first test ride
around the campsite. The rest of the
day is a blank. It must have been off
chatting and stuff. About 3 or 4pm we
start the fastest laps around the new
circuit, which includes the first chicane.
And it was. The rest of the racing did
not include this bit. Erik Marynissen did
not turn up because of a sick child and
when he did they just stopped the
fastest lap to resume after some rich
people in cars used the track and pits.
We were told and it made sense not to
use the track. One person on a bike did.
Don't know what happened to it as the
timekeeper at the end of the pit lane
did not stop him, this being the start of
the half lap sprint for the cars. Amazed
and also shocked. O well there were
over a hundred racing. It then rained.
And ended the first days racing. Erik
and some others did their fastest lap
the next day before the 3-hour. I was
still the fastest. See results at
www.monzaworldchampionship.it/en
for the rest of the field. Rain stopped.
Back to the Spanish restaurant, more
pizza.
Next day and lots of sunshine for
our trip to the old back straight for
200m sprint. Road surface is not
that bad considering age, although

Simon does find a nasty bump and
needs to get out the epoxy. Run up
is only 350m so one for the sprinters and new man on the block
Aurélien Bonneteau in an appropriately named ‘Milan’ velomobile
wins. Aurélien incidentally is two
metes tall and is using 140mm
cranks. Told you!

Continues in printed magazine...
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by Mike Burrows
Not that I would claim to have
the most reliable of memories,
but this could have been the best
season’s opener that we have ever
known. Warm enough for T-shirts

not so sizzling that hydration was
a problem, and a light easterly
wind that reduced Heathrow’s intrusiveness. And we finally gained
access to new clubroom, which is
very nice and should be ideal for
the AGM (there being no big hills
nearby).
Timing gear was not impressed
by the weather and had stayed at
home; so it was back to pen and
paper. And in honour of the new
clubroom a new start line right
outside the door.
Sporting brigade are sent off
first. And Barry Brown on the
Performer high racer is soon
battling for the lead with Peter
Carr on the elegant and beautifully crafted Ratracer SL. Not far
behind the Tweddle girls are
doing a terrible twins act with
their matching yellow fairings.
They are eventually overhauled
by Andrew Mills of the chequered
sock. Also paired for most of the

race: Kevin Jenkins and John
Lucien; Kevin taking the three
wheel honours on the line. There
was a bit of a threesome with
Fiona, Fraser and Jonathan, who
finished in that order all
promising to do better next time.
Which might include keeping up
with the tandem of John Wilton
and Anne Stotter who looked like
they were out for a Sunday
afternoon cruise, but still manage
over nineteen mph. Not quite so
fast but faster than usual was
Judith Griffiths, now on Trice
Micro with Ratracer boot grafted
on. Heather on the other trike
found herself in a Moulton
sandwich just ahead of one of our
youngest Adam Challacombe
and our oldest Denis Adcock;
now in his thirty first laid back
year. And bringing up the rear
was Christine Burley on her
maiden voyage, who following a
shaky start (I pushed her off),
looked to be almost enjoying it
by the finish.
Flag was just taken by Peter on
the Alfie and with Sarah winning
the sibling battle.

Continues in printed magazine...
to be the garment of choice, but
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by Barney Harle
A sense of guilt prevails that I
recommended the Stourport Track
and as no one else appears to be
willing to post a race report I
thought I better had.
The track, and adjoining
clubhouse at Stourport is little
more than 12 months old. It’s all
shiny and new and boasts some
fabulous smooth tarmac set on the
edge of a gentle slope where two
ribbons of tarmac run parallel to
each other with a very tight top
hairpin and a fabulous sweeping
180 degree more open bend at the
club house end; in between there’s
a couple of good bends that when
taken downhill can be truly
exhilarating.
With a mixture of weather
forecasts, a number of people
staying at home to prepare
machines for Monza a few days
later, an apparent fear of hairpins
and slopes for those who live in
Norfolk and a dose of family
commitments the turnout was
relatively poor at 27. What we did
get though thanks to our new
media mogul Alan Braley was a
few local interested spectators.
Organisator Fards set practice
underway with most people
getting the chance to do at least a
few laps in each direction before or
during sign on. Format for the day
was agreed as being 30 minutes
plus a lap for each of the slow and
fast fleets before doing the same
again in the opposite direction.
The usual debate of slow vs fast
race for the people at the front of
the slow/back of the fast fleet
raged on but was settled on the
basis of who’s got the worst cough
vs who’s most hungry to try and
beat her dad! – yes Sarah Tweddle
was promoted to fast and had her
eyes set on glory or at least on
bragging rights.

First race clockwise, slow fleet, I
get off to a good start, maybe too
good, followed by John Lucien on
his shiny new trike. Within a
couple of laps I’m feeling good and
it turns into a bit of a timetrial.
The interesting bit about the track
is that for a large proportion of it –
similar to Lancaster and
Shrewsbury – you can see people
on the other side so can gauge your
own performance against them
and see if there’s any packs
forming. On more than one
occasion the organisators at the
start finish line heckled me about

being so far out in front – should
have been in the fast race but I
managed to keep it going to the
end. Everybody seemed to be
giving the hairpin a fair bit of
respect, although some did leave
black stripes, and generally
appeared to have enjoyed
themselves although I’m afraid to
say I was too busy coughing to be
able to comment on the positions
of those following other than I
know that John similar to myself

Continues in printed magazine...
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